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Terry Love Plumbing Advice &amp; Remodel DIY &amp; Professional Forum Home Forums &gt; Shower &amp; Bathtub Forum &amp; Blog &gt; Discussion in 'Shower &amp; Bath Forum &amp; Blog' started by mln, Mar 3, 2013. (You must login or sign in here to reply.) Similar Threads: Moen Dumps Terry Love
Plumbing Advice &amp;amp; Remodel DIY &amp; Professional Forum Home Forums &gt; Shower &amp; Bathtub Forum &amp; Blog &gt; Bathroom Kitchen Smart Home Inspiration Service Should You Replace Your Moen Shower Valve Pattern But Don't Know The Difference Between All The Moen Replacement
Cartridges? That's why we're talking Moen replacement cartridges today, where we're going to show you: Difference between the Moen 1222 vs 1225 Difference between the Moen 1222 vs. Moen 1225 vs 1225B Honestly, Moen is the best crane company when it comes to simplicity. They worked very hard to not only
make high-quality products but keep their replacement parts streamlined. Ask any plumber, and they'll attest to just how easy it is to find replacement parts and repair shower valves for Moen products. Without any further delay, let's talk about the different types of Moen cartridges. Moen 1222 vs 1225 Replacement
Cartridges The biggest difference you'll find with Moen shower valves is the Moen 1222 vs 1225 replacement cartridges.  The 1225 is the updated version of the original 1200 single handle pattern with a copper shell and copper piston. This is the original pattern Al Moen invented decades ago. The Moen 1225 has a
clear plastic shell with a copper piston inside of it.  Moen 1225 Shower Valve Replacement Cartridge The Biggest Difference Between the Moen 1222 vs 1225 cartridges is how the shower valve handle turns the water on. Shower valves with the Moen 1225 pattern are switched on by pulling out the handle and then
adjusting the temperature by turning the handle to the left or right for hot or cold water. So, you can say that the Moen shower valves that the Moen 1225 pattern provides volume control. You can effectively pull out the handle just as far as you need, which is a nice feature. Pressure balancing is a key feature of a shower
valve as it reduces the risk of you getting scaled up with hot water as someone flushes the toilet while showering. The pressure balancing of the Moen 1222 Posi-Temp cartridge has a spool in it that effectively locks the hot water side as it feels a reduction in flow from the cold water side, preventing you from being scaled
with hot water.   Moen 1222 Posi Temp Shower Replacement Cartridge Shower Valves with the Moen 1222 pattern is turned on by the handle just rotate. Unlike the Moen 1225 pattern, the 1222 pattern does not have volume control. So, you simply turn the handle counterclockwise to open the flow of water and find the
desired temperature. With Moen 1222 you can't control how much water comes from the shower valve.  Are the Moen 1222 &amp; 1225 Cartridges Interchangeable? No! While the Moen 1200 and the Moen 1225 cartridges are interchangeable, the Moen 1222 Posi Temp pattern is absolutely not interchangeable with
the Moen 1225 or 1200.  In fact, there's no part that's interchangeable between the Moen 1222 vs 1225 replacement parts. The handles don't fit, the shower plates don't fit, nada! Therefore, it is so essential that you determine which Moen shower valve you have before buying any replacement parts. And the best way to
do this is by removing your shower trim and inspecting your shower valve to determine if you have the Moen 1222 vs 1225 shower valve pattern. And if you're someone who wants volume control, but you already have a Moen 1222 Posi Temp valve, you can't just replace the pattern to the Moen 1225 pattern to reach
volume control.  You will need to replace your existing shower valve with a completely new shower valve manifold with one that controls volume like the Moen Moentrol shower valve, which is a pressure balancing valve that takes the Moen 1225 pattern.  Moen 1222 Vs 1222B Difference There is absolutely no difference
between the Moen 1222 vs 1222B replacement cartridges. They are both the replacement part pattern for the Posi Temp Moen shower valve. They are made of the same parts, the only difference is their packaging and model number. Moen 1222 Posi Temp Shower Replacement Cartridge Moen 1222B Posi Temp
Shower Replacement Cartridge The B in the 1222B model number stand for bulk. That's it! That's simply the part Moen sells to contractors in case suits. The 1222 is the one you'll commonly find in your hardware stores.  The Moen 1222 vs 1222B parts both come from the same Moen replacement pattern production line
at their factory in North Carolina. The only difference is the packaging. So don't get caught up asking yourself what the difference between Moen cartridge 1222B vs 1222 is. It begs the question... Is there a difference between the Moen 1225 vs Moen 1225B?  Again, the same answer applies to the Moen 1222 vs 1222B
difference. They are the exact same Moen replacement cartridges. The only difference is the Moen 1225B is sold in the bulk packs. When should you change your shower cartridge now that you know the difference between the Moen 1222 vs 1225 and Moen 1222 vs 1222B, it's important to know when it's time to
change the pattern. Think of the shower valve pattern as the brake pads of your car. It's not a static piece that will last forever. And the older the pattern gets, the more impact it will have on the performance of your valve. Symptoms of a bad Moen 1225 and 1222B Cartridge: Leak out of the handle, bath sprouting or
shower head when down. Difficulty opening or applying shower valve. shower handle. Inability to get very hot or very cold water. If you experience any of these symptoms, it's time to replace your pattern. The longer you wait the harder it's going to be to actually remove your Moen shower valve pattern. And it's not
unusual for Moen cartridges to be stuck inside of the shower valve that can require tools like the Moen pattern puller or even hiring a plumber. Products mentioned in these articles articles
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